
Abstract. The primary biological response of living organisms
to the passage of fast charged particles is traditionally be-
lieved to be dominated by the chemical reactions of the radical
products from the radiolysis of cellular water (OH, H, eÿaq,
Oÿ2 , H2O2) and by the bioradicals that they produce (and
which can also result from the direct electronic activation of
biomolecules). This understanding has provided insight into
how ionizing radiations affect biological systems and, most
importantly, what radioprotection and radiosensibilizing ef-
fects are produced by chemical compounds introduced into
an organism. However, a number of key radiobiological facts
remain unexplained by the current theory, stimulating a
search for other biologically active factors that may be trig-
gered by radiation. This review examines a fact that is usually
ignored in discussing the biological impact of ionizing radia-
tion: the local increase in acidity in the water solution along
the track of a charged particle. The acidity in the track is very
different from its value for cellular water in a living organism.
Biological processes are well-known to be highly sensitive to

changes in the environmental acidity. It seems that the biolo-
gical impact of ionizing radiations is dominated not by the
water radiolysis products (mostly radicals) listed above but
particles of a different nature, hydroxonium ions H3O

�,
where the term hydroxonium refer to protonated water mole-
cules. This modification of the mechanism of primary radio-
biological effects is in good agreement with experimental
data. In particular, the extremal dependence of the relative
biological efficiency (RBE) of radiations on their ionizing
energy losses is accounted for in quantitative terms, as is the
increase in the RBE in the relativistic energy range.

1. Introduction

The present review is designed to discuss how ionizing
radiation exerts its biological action (or starts to exert it, to
be precise) as it passes through a living system.

The biological effects of ionizing radiation, such as cell
death, radiation burns, or lethality in animals, were described
very soon after the discoveries by Roentgen (1895) and
Becquerel (1896).

Radiation biology came into being as a purely qualitative
science, but the quantitative component had emerged before
it came to celebrate its 30-year history in 1924. The `absorbed
dose ± biological effect' law was formulated to describe the
probabilistic character of the action of ionizing radiation on
living systems. In a somewhat simplified form, this law is
given by the exponential expression (see Fig. 1)
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where N 0 is the number of animals, bacteria, and other
biological phenomena (erythrocytes, enzymes, viruses) prior
to irradiation and N is the number of surviving individuals
that absorbed a radiation energy dose D, i.e., the amount of
energy per unit body mass. The N =N 0 ratio is called the
`survival probability.' This word combination should not
always be understood in the strict sense. For example,
`survival' in the case of enzyme irradiation simply means the
ratio of biological activities before and after the action of
ionizing radiation. 1

The exponential dependence of the survival rate on the
absorbed dose is usually apparent in the case of strong
ionizing radiations (fast neutrons, a-particles, heavy ions,
etc.). These forms of ionizing radiation are characterized by
a linear energy transfer (LET) 4 1 eV A

� ÿ1, with a change
in the dose rate having no effect on the survival rate. The
shape of the `radiation dose ± effect' curve is somewhat
different from the exponential one in the case of weak
ionizing radiations (fast electrons, g-rays, and X-rays),
with LET � �0:02ÿ0:2� eV A

� ÿ1; it approaches the exponen-
tial shape as the dose rate decreases [1].

The doseD37 whose absorption leaves 37%of the affected
animals or humans alive within the next 30 and 45 days,
respectively, is referred to as the mean lethal dose [2, 3]. For
the majority of animals irradiated by g-rays or fast electrons,
the mean lethal dose does not exceed 10 Gy
(� 104 erg gÿ1 � 6:2� 1016 eV gÿ1 � 2:4� 10ÿ3 cal gÿ1).
Such a dose of ionizing radiation entering an organism causes

the ionization of a single molecule per ten million. But it
suffices to kill the organism. The thermal equivalent of the
lethal dose is insignificant, 0:002 �C; therefore, many authors
of radiobiological works regard death under the effect of
ionizing radiation as enigmatic [2, 3]. Interestingly, the
number of cyanide ions in the human body following intake
of a lethal dose of potassium cyanide (0.12 g) is comparable
with the ionization rate produced by a lethal dose of ionizing
radiation. 2

The lethal dose of radiations other than g-rays and fast
electrons may be significantly (sometimes, by an order of
magnitude) smaller than that. In other words, one dose of
strong ionizing radiation produces a much more serious
biological effect. The notions of biological efficiency �BEi�
and relative biological efficiency �RBEi� have been intro-
duced to enable the comparison of the effects of different
forms of ionizing radiation �i�. The biological efficiency is
defined as the inverse of the lethal dose: BEi / 1=D i

37. The
relative biological efficiency is the ratio of BEi to the BE of
standard radiation (i.e., g-radiation of 60Co):

RBEi � D
g
37

D i
37

: �2�

Figure 2 shows relative biological efficiencies of various
types of ionizing radiation acting on different organs and
organisms. The RBE values are represented as a function of
the LET of ionizing particles or ionizing power of radiations,
ÿdE=dx. It can be seen that the relation between RBE and
LET is not simple and has an extreme character. At LET
� 10 eV A

� ÿ1 (corresponding to a-particles with the energy
� 10 MeV), RBE has maximum values that are sometimes
one order of magnitude higher than the g-radiation of 60Co.

2. The development of modern notions
concerning mechanisms of radiobiological action

In the 1940s, radiation biology found itself closely associated
with another outcome of Becquerel's and Roentgen's dis-
coveries Ð radiation chemistry, specifically with the part of it
dealing with the radiolysis of water, i.e., water decomposition
under the action of ionizing radiation. At that time, it was
believed that the radiobiological action starts from the
initiation of radiochemical processes in the cellular water of
living organisms. This hypothesis looked logical from the
physical standpoint. Indeed, ionizing radiation penetrating
living tissue, where water content amounts to 70% or more,
must first of all interact with their aqueous component. 3

Ionization appears to play a key role in this process, giving
rise to ion ± electron pairs undergoing rapid transformation
into longer-lived products (mostly radicals, i.e., molecules
having unpaired electrons and therefore highly active
chemically) [6, 7]:
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Figure 1. The plot of the survival rate versus the absorbed dose. The

exponential dependence of the survival probability (dashed curve) is

characteristic of strong ionizing radiations. For weak ionizing radiations

(dashed-dotted curve), the dependence deviates from the exponential law.

The solid line shows survival after intake of poisons. The absorbed dose of

a poison is its mass (the lethal KCN dose is 0.12 g for humans).

1 The `radiation dose ± effect` curve is quite different from similar curves

describing the effects of various chemical agents, e.g., poisons (see Fig. 1).

There is a threshold dose of a poisonous substance below which it exhibits

no visible effect. Lethality increases jump-like as soon as the concentration

of the poison even slightly exceeds the threshold dose. In contrast, the

radiation effect grows slowly as the absorbed dose increases and reflects

the response of the living organism to the small variation in dosage.

2 One-time systemic irradiation by g-rays or fast electrons at a dose above
1 Gy causes acute radiation sickness. The lethal dose that leads to the

death of 50% of higher organisms within one month after the action of

radiation varies from 2.5 to 4 Gy [3].
3 Water makes up 70% of human body weight, with 49% localized inside

cells, 17% in extracellular fluids, and 4% in blood plasma. Blood is 92%

water and 8% dissolved substances (colloids, ions, complexes). It contains

100 ± 200 water molecules per molecule (ion) of dissolved substance [5].
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An ionized water molecule loses the electron that binds
the proton and the oxygen atom. The molecule with the
broken bond is no longer able to keep the proton, which
becomes embedded in a negatively charged cloud of the intact
electron pair in the nearest water molecule. This very rapid
process leading to the protonation of the neutral molecule
and the formation of a hydroxonium ion and anOH radical is
called the ion ±molecular reaction. The reaction lasts less than
10ÿ12 s from the moment of ionization: 4

H2O
� � �H2O! OH � �H3O

� : �3�

The formation of H3O
� ions during water radiolysis was

demonstrated by Kabakchi, Kudryashov, and Bugaenko [8],
who irradiated aerated weakly alkaline solutions of pH-
indicators by short pulses of electrons accelerated to several
MeV. 5 They found that an electron pulse generated an acidic
form of the indicator that testified to the formation of
hydroxonium ions.

Thermalization of a hot electron knocked out as a result
of ionization takes approximately as much time as the ion ±
molecular reaction (< 1 ps). The water molecule exhibits
negative affinity to electrons. This means that a traveling
electron finds a nanocavity containing a properly oriented
water molecule and stays in it, becoming a hydrated electron
�eÿaq�:

eÿ � �H2O�n ! eÿaq :

The hydrated electron is able to absorb a photon with the
energy about 2 eV, whereupon it moves to an excited state.
This allows detecting such an electron from the characteristic
optical absorption spectrum. The important role of the
hydrated electron has been demonstrated (since its discovery
by E Hart and J Boag in 1962) in many chemical and
biological conversions [6, 9].

It is impossible to definitively predict the fate of electrons
released into the intracellular medium under the action of
ionizing radiation. In all probability, solvated electrons occur
in cytoplasm, but their formation in the nucleus is less likely
because of the high concentration and reactivity of nucleic
acids and proteins with respect to solvated electrons [9].

In aerated water, eÿaq gives rise to a superoxide anion �Oÿ2 �
that also performs an important biochemical function:

eÿaq �O2 ! Oÿ2 ; �4�
Oÿ2 �H3O

� � HO2 �H2O ; �5�
OH�OH! H2O2 : �6�
Reactions of these particles with intracellular biological

molecules (denoted as RB) produce bioradicals 6 R _B�ÿH�,
i.e., [10]

RB �OH! R _B�ÿH� �H2O ;

RB �HO2 ! R _B�ÿH� �H2O2 ;

RB �H2O2 ! R _B�ÿH� �H2O�OH :

Here and hereinafter, the symbol B denotes any biologically
important functional chemical group and B�ÿH� is the
functional group that lost its H atom.

Intracellular water contains high concentrations of
biological molecules RB, typically characterized by a low-
ered ionization potential. Therefore, the reaction of indirect
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Figure 2. Relative biological efficiency (RBE) as a function of the linear energy transfer (LET) in different organs and organisms affected by ionizing

radiation [4]: & Ð human T-1 cell (3.4), $ Ð human T-1 cell (3.7), & Ð HeLa (3.2), � Ð human T-1 cell (1.3), � Ð CH2B2 (2.4), ~ Ð Chinese

hamster V-79 (3.9), ^ Ðhuman lymphocytes (0.4), ~ Ðhuman fetal lung, * ÐCFU-S in vivo. RBE reaches a maximum at LET� 10 eV A
� ÿ1. Smooth

curves are constructed from Eqn (38). Values of the parameter L (in eV A
� ÿ1) entering (38) are given in parentheses.

4 The ion ±molecular reaction proceeds not only in water but also in other

media. For example, methanol may contain a protonated molecule of

alcohol and a methoxylic radical:

�CH3OH;CH3OH�***> �CH3OH;CH3OH�� � eÿ ;

�CH3OH;CH3OH�� � ! CH3OH�2 � CH2OH � :
5 An indicator is a chemical compound changing color at different pH

values.

6 The radical R _B�ÿH� is the residue of an RBmolecule after it has lost an

H atom.
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ionization of biological molecules (7) competes, in a way, with
ion ±molecular reaction (3). In the former reaction, an
electron is transported from the dissolved compound to the
solvent [11, 7]:

H2O
� � �RB ! H2O�R _B�� : �7�

An appreciable difference between the ionization poten-
tials of biological molecules and water accounts for a greater
probability of the electron transfer to the cation-radical
H2O

� � from deeper orbitals (with energies approximating
the water ionization potential) than from the upper orbital of
the biomolecule RB. The asterisk in R _B��, as usual, denotes
the electron-excited state of the ion. An excess excitation
energy of R _B�� ions being produced allows their fragmenta-
tion via the breakage of CÿC and CÿO bonds. The proof of
such processes is paramount for radiation biology, where
current concepts of radiation damage and protection
mechanisms are still based on the account of the reactions of
radical and molecular products of water radiolysis.

The above reactions are only the initial steps in the long
sequence of biochemical transformations.

Thus, physical arguments have led to a concept that the
radiobiological action is largely an indirect one and that
primary radiobiological effects are most frequently pro-
duced by the radical products of the radiolysis of water, first
and foremost, by OH and Oÿ2 radicals, hydrated electrons
�eÿaq�, and hydrogen peroxide molecules �H2O2�.

The importance of this concept, known as the indirect
radiobiological action theory, is difficult to exaggerate. In
1924, it brought Walter Dale to the discovery of two
tremendously significant phenomena. One was the possibi-
lity of chemically protecting an organism from ionizing
radiation by administering certain substances that were
thought at that time to scavenge radicals. The other was the
amplification effect, that is, enhanced sensitivity to ionizing
radiation following the administration of radiosensibilizing
chemical compounds. This theory has become an integral
element of modern views on the primary radiobiological
action [2, 12, 3]. 7

But it became clear in the course of time that some
important questions are difficult to answer in the framework
of these views.
�Why does the protective action of radioprotectors

manifest itself at concentrations that are obviously too small
to enable these agents to effectively scavenge radicals?
�Why does RBE first grow with increasing LET, reach a

maximum value at LET � 10 eV A
� ÿ1, and drop thereafter

(see Fig. 2)?
�Why does RBE increase for ultrarelativistic particles

[13]?
�What is the possible cause of the carcinogenic activity of

ionizing radiations?
�Why are chemical transformations so small that they are

difficult to detect in nonbiological systems after the absorp-

tion of a radiation dose lethal to humans (� 5 Gy) (see [6,
p. 240])?

This situation stimulated the search for other factors that
might be helpful in explaining the observed peculiarities of the
radiobiological action.

It appears that the direct radiobiological action theory
fails to adequately account for the above and some other facts
because it places too much emphasis on the role of radicals
while disregarding the ability of radiolytic products of a
different nature to produce biological effects.

In what follows, we present an attempt to modify current
notions by demonstrating that the main role in the primary
radiobiological action is played by particles other than
radicals, that is, by hydroxonium ions �H3O

�� or, roughly
speaking, by protonated water molecules. Unlike radicals,
these ions contain only paired electrons. 8

It is well known that biological structures and processes
are highly susceptible to variations in the concentration of
hydroxonium ions in liquid water [14]. Effects exerted by
these ions are highly important. They include, among others:
� the breakage of hydrogen bonds, the disintegration of

the ordered supramolecular structure of biological molecules
and their resulting denaturation, that is, the transformation
into disordered coils without a definite spatial pattern,
accompanied by the loss of biological activity [14, 15]; 9

� the neutralization of the electric charges of biocolloid
anions and stimulation of their coagulation (under physiolo-
gical conditions, biocolloids exist in a dissociated state, i.e., as
anions [16]);
� the suppression of enzyme action;
� acid catalysis (which is so common in organic reactions

that it cannot be disregarded in a discussion of the structure
and reactivity of biological molecules).

The possible role of hydroxonium ions in radiobiological
effects was conjectured by the famous James Frank half a
century ago [10]. True, his ideas were rather vague, whichmay
explain why they passed unnoticed. Indeed, virtually all
published monographs and textbooks concerning the pri-
mary radiobiological action avoid discussing the role of
hydroxonium ions, which is not even mentioned among the
biologically significant products of water radiolysis (see, e.g.,
[2, 3, 12]). References [17, 18, 7] appear to have been the first
publications dealing with this subject. They were followed in
later years by many journal papers and conference reports
[19 ± 22]. A somewhat different aspect of the influence of
acidity on biological processes was discussed in the works of
Eidus [23] and Sukhorukov (see [24] and the references
therein).

7 A competing alternative theory assigns a major role to the direct

interaction of ionizing radiations with biological molecules (see Ref. [3]).

This is the so-called direct action model. It is not considered in this review

confined to the merits and demerits of the indirect radiobiological action

theory and arguments that can probably contribute to its improvement.

We believe that the concept of indirect radiation action lays the founda-

tion for the correct understanding of the mechanism of primary radio-

biological action.

8 We recall that hydroxonium ions emerge as a result of a process stably

maintained in liquid water, i.e., spontaneous decomposition of water

molecules with the mean lifetime of several hours: �H2O;H2O� �
H3O

� �OHÿ.
9 Denaturation occurs as a very rapid process starting at a certain acid level

in an electroneutral solution. A large number of hydrogen bonds need to

be broken in order for a protein chain or its large fragments to acquire the

freedom necessary for local motions (rotation, bends, or rolling into coils).

It is impossible to liberate one link without affecting others. A given link

with brokenH-bonds remains motionless if the bonds in the adjacent links

remain sufficiently strong. Hydrogen bonds are broken and restored

reversibly in pure water and in solutions of low-molecular compounds.

Therefore, the above effect cannot be detected in such media. But the

breakdown of many neighboring hydrogen bonds in protein or nucleic

acid molecules may result in the complete disintegration of their initial

structure.
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3. Primary radiobiological processes
in the eye lens

A variety of primary radiobiological processes in different
organs of even one organism dictates the necessity to discuss
them via the example of a model organ having a virtually
uniform structure in which these processes may be supposed
to proceed in the simplest form. The lens of the eye appears to
be most suitable for the purpose. Ionizing radiation is known
to cause opacity of the lens or radiation cataracts [25, 26, 13].

The primary radiobiological effects in the eye lens are
usually attributed to the disintegration of sulfhydryl groups in
proteins, most of all by the action of the products of water
radiolysis such as radicals OH, Oÿ �2 �HO2� and hydrogen
peroxide H2O2 [25]:

RÿSH�OH! RS � �H2O ; �8�
RÿSH�HO2 ! RS � �H2O2 ; �9�
RÿSH�H2O2 ! RS � �H2O�OH : �10�

But this setting seems to suggest that the cataractogenic
activity of strong ionizing radiations should be lower than
that of g-rays and X-rays. Indeed, the yield of disintegrated
SH-groups should be proportional to Gtot (i.e., the total yield
of OH, Oÿ �2 , H-radicals, and H2O2):

Gtot � GOH � GOÿ
2
� GH � 2GH2O2

�11�

[here, GOÿ
2
� Geÿaq because of (4)].

The yield of the radical products involved in reaction (11)
markedly decreases as LET increases from 0.01 to 10 eV A

� ÿ1,
while GH2O2

grows but insignificantly (Fig. 3). As a result, the
total yield of Gtot decreases substantially. Therefore, the
cataractogenic effect of strong ionizing radiations must be
smaller than that of g-rays and X-rays. However, the real
picture is quite the opposite, and experimental observations
demonstrate an increase in the biological efficiency with
growing LET (Fig. 4).

What is the reason then to put forward the hypothesis of
enhanced acidity along the tracks of ionizing particles as the
main cause of radiation cataracts?

The ophthalmological literature [28] contains numerous
facts suggesting that the opacity of the lens and cornea is
frequently associated with an increase in the level of hydrogen
ions, that is, with local or systemic acidosis. Acidosis is known
to develop in a variety of inflammatory eye diseases, local and
systemic infections or intoxication, severe diabetes mellitus,
and other pathological conditions.

The hypothesis of intratrack enhancement of acidity [18 ±
21] as a cause of radiation cataract [18-21] is first and
foremost underlain by the results of an experimental study
carried out by Uzbekov [16] at the Ryazanskii Medical
Institute.

It is known that the optical media of the eye differ from
other tissues and organs of a living organism in that they are
characterized by high pH values (7.6 ± 8.0) [28] 10. Their
inherent transparency appears to be maintained by enhanced
alkalinity. Uzbekov demonstrated that an artificial increase
in the hydrogen ion concentration up to � 10ÿ5 M (pH 5) in
the transparent eye tissues of dogs and rabbits (cornea, lens,
and vitreous body) in vitro 11 and in vivo led to their opacity.
The author attributed this transformation [16] to the
coagulation of proteins and polysaccharides (the principle
biological molecules of optical media) and the resulting
formation of mucoproteid, a rather stable opaque substance.

Figure 5 illustrates the threshold nature of opacity that
develops when the H3O

� level exceeds 10ÿ5ÿ10ÿ4 M.
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damage chromosomes in murine corneal epithelial cells [20% Ð * (1.7),

50% Ð ~, and 63% Ð * (3.6)] [26]. Curves 1 and 2 show LET

dependences of RBE estimated from Eqn (38) for different severities of

chromosomal damage (20% and 63%). Curve 3 is constructed based on

Eqn (11) with the data in Fig. 3 taken into account. The values of the

parameter L (in eV A
� ÿ1) in Eqn (38) are given in parentheses.

10 pH is ameasure of acidity in diluted aqueous and other solutions; the pH

value is defined as the negative decimal logarithm of the hydroxonium ion

concentration in mol lÿ1 (M).
11 in vitroÐ `in glass', in a test tube.
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The results of Uzbekov's experiments suggest that intra-
track acidity may be a cause of radiation cataracts, but,
clearly, if the concentration of hydroxonium ions along the
tracks of ionizing particles increase above a certain threshold
level [17, 18, 7].

4. Intratrack concentrations
of hydroxonium ions

The rapid recombination of charges hampers evaluation of
intratrack concentrations of hydroxonium ions in liquid
water. It is feasible, however, in vitreous methanol frozen
at a low temperature. In this medium, the oxymethyl

radicals CH2OH are practically motionless at the `nitro-
gen' temperature (77 K). Because one and the same reaction
produces both oxymethyl radicals and oxonium ions
CH2OH�2 (see footnote 4), the `immobility' of the former
may be used to determine the initial ion concentration by the
EPR method. Figure 6 presents the results by Raitsimring,
Tsvetkov, and Moralev obtained at the Institute of Chemical
Kinetics and Combustion, Novosibirsk, in experiments on
local concentrations of oxymethyl radicals in methanol
treated with various types of ionizing radiation [29].

Before considering the results of the measurements, it
seems appropriate to recall the structural features of the track
of a fast charged particle [30]. As the particle passes through
water, it loses part of its energy in rare head-on collisions. The
energy of d-electrons knocked out in such collisions amounts
to hundreds of eV and more. The tracks of these electrons
make `branches' along the trajectory of the primary particle
(Fig. 7). The other part of the kinetic energy is lost in
numerous sliding collisions. An electron knocked out in a
sliding collision usually gives rise to several or dozens of ion ±
electron pairs inside a spherical nanovolume. In the radio-
chemical literature, these regions of high ionization density
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are referred to as spurs and blobs, depending on their size [31,
6, 7]. While the velocity of a primary particle is sufficiently
high (� 109 cm sÿ1), the average distance between the primary
ionization acts is much larger than the spur size; therefore, the
spurs are located far apart. In track regions where the velocity
of an ionizing particle is comparable to that of atomic
electrons, the spurs overlap one another and form cylindrical
ionization columns. The relation between the number of ions
arising in single spurs and cylindrical columns depends on the
particle ionizing power. For example, in the case of fast
electrons with the energy � 1 MeV, up to 90% of the ions
are produced inwidely separated spurs and blobs; an opposite
picture is observed in the case of a-particles [31].

We now turn to the results of measurements reported by
the Novosibirsk group. Identification of the methoxyl radical
concentration with that of oxonium ions in Fig. 6 leads to the
conclusion that the latter are present in the spurs at about
10ÿ3 M; their concentration in the ionization columns of
a-particles and fission products increases to 10ÿ2 M.

Comparison of these values with the lens opacity thresh-
old established by Uzbekov, cth�H3O

�� � 10ÿ5 M, shows
that the `initial' local concentrations ofH3O

� ions in tracks of
charged particles are much higher than the threshold level
above which transparent eye tissues become opaque. There-
fore, it may be assumed that radiolytic H3O

� ions are actually
able to cause denaturation and coagulation of biological
molecules during irradiation. These processes must occur in
all track regions where the ion level exceeds the opacity
threshold [17, 18, 7, 20, 22].

5. Formalization of the hypothesis

To make the hypothesis of biological significance of intra-
track acidity more specific, we once again turn to the track
structure of an ionizing particle (see Fig. 7). The track consists
of ion ± electron clusters, one part of which (spurs and blobs)
have a spheroidal shape and the other (columns) a cylindrical
shape. We consider the spatial ± temporal evolution of one
such cluster, either a spur, a blob, or a cylindrical column.
After a time of � 1 ps, the cluster comprises three types of
radiolytic products: hydrated electrons, OH-radicals, and
hydroxonium ions.

Given local electroneutrality in the clusters (which is very
likely to occur as far as blobs and columns are concerned
[32]), the spatial distributions of eÿaq, H3O

�, and OH radicals
[the latter having a common origin in reaction (3)] must be
very similar. Therefore, they can be described in terms of
concentration alone:

c�r; t� � cH3O� � ceÿaq � cOH :

It is traditionally assumed [33, 7] that at the initial moment,
the concentration has a Gaussian form for both a spherical
cluster (spur, blob) of radius a comprisingN 0

sph particles of all
sorts and a cylindrical column of radius b and length L
containing N 0

cyl OH-radicals and an equal number of ion ±
electron pairs:

csph�r; t � 0� � c 0sph exp

�
ÿ r 2

a 2

�
; c 0sph �

N 0
sph

�pa 2�3=2
; �12�

ccyl�r; t � 0� � c 0cyl exp

�
ÿ r 2

b2

�
; c 0cyl �

N 0
cyl

pb2L
; r � �r; z� :

�13�

Being mobile, the particles diffuse from the cluster and
react with one another: 12

H3O
� �OHÿ ! H2O ; �14�

H3O
� � eÿaq ! H ; �15�

eÿaq �OH! OHÿ : �16�

The concentration c�r; t� satisfies the equation
qc
qt
� DDcÿ kc 2 �17�

describing diffusion and recombination processes. Here, D is
the ambipolar diffusion coefficient (D � DH3O� �
10ÿ4 cm2 sÿ1). 13 For simplicity, a single constant k is used to
characterize the rate of recombination reactions (14) ± (16).

In what follows, we need solutions of Eqn (17) for three-
dimensional and two-dimensional diffusion. Unfortunately,
this equation is nonlinear and allows no analytic solution.

The main simplification usually made to search for an
approximate solution in the case of three-dimensional
diffusion (spurs, blobs) [33] consists of the assumption that
the initial spherically symmetric Gaussian form (12) of the
spatial ion distribution persists at all t. This approximation is
referred to as the prescribed diffusion method. Its application
leads to the following expressions for the concentration
csph�r; t� and the number Nsph�t� of H3O

� ions in a spur and
a blob [7, 18]:

csph�r; t� �
Nsph�t� exp

�ÿr 2=�a 2 � 4Dt��
p�a 2 � 4Dt�3=2

; �18�

where

Nsph�t� �
N 0

sph

1� Kÿ K=
������������������������
1� 4Dt=a 2

p ; K �
����
2

p

r
kN 0

sph

8pDa
:

�19�
The quantity

Nsph�t!1�
N 0

sph

� N1sph
N 0

sph

� 1

1� K
�20�

is the fraction of ions that escaped recombination. It differs
from zero at any finite value of K. It follows from (19) that the
majority of the recombination acts occur at the early stages of
diffusion.When the spur linear size increases by a factor of 10,
recombination is practically completed. 14

12 Reactions (4) and (5), which are also inherent in the aerated intracellular

medium, last > 10ÿ7 s and therefore play no part in intratrack processes.
13 We note that the ambipolar diffusion coefficient equals the doubled

diffusion coefficient of the least mobile ions [32]. In the present case, such

ions are represented by hydrated electrons and hydroxyl ions with similar

diffusion coefficients �DOHÿ � Deÿaq � that are half the diffusion coefficient

of hydroxonium ions.
14 For a cylindrical cluster � ��������4Dt

p
5L�, the prescribed diffusion method

gives the following expression for the number Ncyl�t� of ions preserved

with time t [34]:

Ncyl�t� � N 0
cyl

�
1� kN 0

cyl

8pDL
ln

�
1� 4Dt

b 2

��ÿ1
:

This expression is not satisfactory because it always gives Ncyl�t� ! 0 as

t!1, inrespective of how small the coefficient kN 0
cyl=�8pDL� is.
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We believe that a better approach to the case of a
cylindrical track � ��������4Dt

p
5L� has been proposed in Ref. [35],

where it is postulated that the concentration of ions is given by
the expression

ccyl�r; t� �
N 0

cyl

p�4Dt� b 2�L exp

�
ÿ r 2

4Dt� b 2

�
�
�
1� kt

N 0
cyl

p�4Dt� b 2�L exp

�
ÿ r 2

4Dt� b 2

��ÿ1
: �21�

This expression is actually an interpolation of two exact
solutions of Eqn (17), one at k � 0 and the other at D � 0
[36]. Integrating Eqn (21) over the volume yields the
expression for the number of ions that escaped recombina-
tion by time t:

Ncyl�t� � p�4Dt� b 2�L
kt

ln

�
1� kN 0

cylt

p�4Dt� b 2�L
�
: �22�

An important feature of Eqn (22) is that the fraction of
unrecombined H� ions remains, generally speaking, finite as
t!1:

Ncyl�t!1� � N1cyl �
4pDL

k
ln

�
1� N 0

cylk

4pDL

�
� N 0

cyl

ln
�
1�N 0

cylk=�4pDL��
N 0

cylk=�4pDL� : �23�

Moreover, the absolute number of particles that escaped
recombination grows logarithmically with an increase in the
linear loss of energy by a primary particle �N 0

cyl=L / LET�.
Formula (23) fairly well describes LET dependences of the
yields of water radiolysis products �eÿaq;OH�.

It follows from (21) that the ion concentration in a
cylindrical ionization column can be approximated, at large
times �t5 b 2=�4Dt��, by the Gaussian function

ccyl�r; t� � N1cyl
exp

�ÿr 2=�4Dt� b 2��
p�4Dt� b 2�L : �24�

The meaning of this result is straightforward. Recombination
ofH3O

� ions with electrons andOHÿ ionsmostly proceeds at
small times �t4 b 2=�4Dt�� as long as the concentration of the
particles is low. At larger times, the probability of encounter
decreases rapidly �/ c 2�, and a further decrease in the
concentration of H3O

� ions is largely due to their diffusion.
The value of the normalization constant is chosen such that
integrating (24) over volume gives the correct number of ions
that escaped recombination in the track, that is, the number
defined by expression (23). In what follows, the behavior of
the H3O

� concentration at sufficiently large times may be of
interest; therefore, the simplified expressions for csph�r; t� and
ccyl�r; t� are used below instead of (18) and (21):

csph�r; t� � N1sph
exp

�ÿr 2=�4Dt� a 2��
p�4Dt� a 2�3=2

;

ccyl�r; t� � N1cyl
exp

�ÿr 2=�4Dt� b 2��
p�4Dt� b 2�L :

We must now find the volumes V sph
th �t� and V cyl

th �t� of the
clusters in which the concentration c�r; t� of H3O

� ions
exceeds the given value of cth (Uzbekov's opacity threshold
for the eye lens); in such clusters, biological transformations
(denaturation, coagulation, etc.) must occur. Setting

csph�r; t� � ccyl�r; t� � cth in Eqns (18) and (24) and expres-
sing r 2 and r 2 from them as

r 2 � �4Dt� a 2� ln N1sph�
p�4Dt� a 2��3=2cth ; �25�

r 2 � �4Dt� b 2� ln N1cyl
p�4Dt� b 2�Lcth ;

we obtain the respective volumesV th
sph andV

th
cyl of the spherical

and cylindrical ion clusters with an over-threshold concentra-
tion of H3O

� ions:

V th
sph�y� � V 0

sph

�
�1� y� ln c1sph

cth�1� y�3=2
�3=2

;
�26�

V 0
sph �

4pa 3

3
; c1sph �

N1sph
p3=2a 3

; y � 4Dt

a 2
;

V th
cyl�Y� � V 0

cyl�1�Y� ln c1cyl
cth�1�Y� ; �27�

V 0
cyl � pb 2L ; c1cyl �

N1cyl
V 0

cyl

; Y � 4Dt

b 2
:

Here, y and Y are dimensionless characteristic times of track
expansion; c1sph and c1cyl are the `initial' concentrations of
H3O

� ions in the cylindrical and spherical clusters.
In the course of time, the volumes V th

sph�y� and V th
cyl�Y�

first expand to reach a maximum and thereafter shrink to a
point. This occurs when

ymax �
�
c1sph
cth

�2=3

ÿ 1 ; Ymax �
c1cyl
cth
ÿ 1 ; �28�

respectively.
The temporal evolution pattern of the volume V th

cyl�Y� is
shown in Fig. 8 for different threshold concentrations cth of
H3O

� ions. During the lifetime of this volume (hundreds of
nanoseconds 15), hydroxonium ions exert their damaging
action. Evidently, the denaturation rate (the number of
biomolecules undergoing denaturation per unit time) propor-
tional to the reaction volumeV th

cyl�Y� first increases, reaches a
maximum, and then vanishes as the over-threshold volume
disappears. The resulting biological effect (in the present case,
the number of denaturated molecules) for a cylindrical cluster
must be proportional to the integral

O th
cyl �

b 2

4D

�Ymax

0

V th
cyl�Y� dY ; �29�

and for a spherical cluster, to the integral

O th
sph �

a 2

4D

� ymax

0

V th
sph�y� dy : �30�

In the framework of the above approximations, calcula-
tion of these 4-volumes encounters no difficulty:

O th
cyl � O 0

cyl

�Ymax

0

�1�Y� ln c1cyl
cth�1�Y� dY

� O 0
cyl�s 2

cyl ÿ 2 ln scyl ÿ 1�
4

;

15 According to Figs 4 and 6, cth � 3� 10ÿ5 M and ccyl � 10ÿ2 M. Setting

D � 10ÿ4 cm2 sÿ1 and b � 30 A
�
gives tmax � 10ÿ7 s.
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where

O 0
cyl � V 0

cyl

b 2

4D
� pb 2L

b 2

4D
; scyl �

c1cyl
cth

:

Bearing in mind that scyl 4 1, we can keep only the first term
in the expression for O th

cyl:

O th
cyl �

O 0
cyls

2
cyl

4
� O 0

cyl

4c 2th

�
N1cyl
pb 2L

�2

� N 0
cyl

4kc 2th

ln2 �1� z�
z

; �31�

where

z � kN 0
cyl

4pDL
� LET

L ;
1

L �
k

4pDW
: �32�

Here,N 0
cylW=L � LET andW is the ionization work, i.e., the

average energy consumed to produce an ion ± electron pair.
Various types of ionizing particles do not seem to differ in
terms ofW values [37].

Similarly, for the 4-volume of a spherical spur (blob),

O th
sph � O 0

sph

� ymax

0

�
�1� y� ln c1sph

cth�1� y�3=2
�3=2

dy

� 2O 0
sph

3
s5=3sph

� lnssph

0

x 3=2 exp

�
ÿ 5x

3

�
dx

� 2O 0
sph

5
s5=3sph

�
35=2

���
p
p

4 � 53=2 ÿ
ln3=2 ssph

s5=3sph

�
; lnssph 4 1 ;

�33�
where

O 0
sph �

4pa 3

3

a 2

4D
; ssph �

c1sph
cth

:

Considering only the first term in the expansion of Eqn (33) in
large ssph and taking expressions (26) into account gives

O th
sph �

���
p
p
2

�
3

5

�5=2

O 0
sph

�
c1sph
cth

�5=3

�

� 1

c 2th

N 0
sph

4k

K

�1� K�2
�
cth
c1sph

�1=3

: �34�

We now turn to one of the `primary' charged particles of
type i that bombard a living organism and that initially had a
kinetic energy E. It may be a fast electron, accelerated ion,
a-particle, etc. Let f icyl be the part of its energy spent to
produce cylindrical ionization columns at the end of the
primary particle track and the tracks of d-electrons; the
remaining part �1ÿ f icyl� is spent to form spheroidal spurs
and blobs along the entire track length, including the tracks of
d-electrons created by the particle. The total 4-volume
corresponding to the ith particle is the sum of two terms:

O th
i � n isphO

th
sph � n icylO

th
cyl �

E�1ÿ f icyl�
WN 0

sph

O th
sph �

Ef icyl

WN 0
cyl

O th
cyl :

�35�
The first one, �n isphO th

sph�, is the total four-dimensional volume
of all spherically symmetric ion clusters (spurs and blobs)
numbering n isph � E�1ÿ f icyl�=�WN 0

sph� that are produced by
the primary particle and d-electrons; the other �n i

cylO
th
cyl� is the

total volume of all cylindrical ionization columns whose total
number is n icyl � Ef icyl=�WN 0

cyl�.

6. `Absorbed dose ± biological effect' relation

The knowledge of the space ± time volume O th
i permits

deducing, in the framework of the above notions, the relation
between the absorbed radiation dose and its primary
biological effect that agrees, in terms of shape, with the basic
`survival ± absorbed dose' law (1) of radiation biology [18, 7].
For this, the fraction ji of the irradiated volume V in which
the concentration of H3O

� ions is above the threshold value
cth must be determined:

ji�cth� �
mO th

i

Vt
� DO

th
i d

Et
; D � mE

Vd
:

Here, t4 tmax is the irradiation time, d is the mean irradiation
density, and D is the dose absorbed as a result of the
formation of m tracks of ionizing particles with the initial
energy E (in the case of irradiation by g-rays or fast neutrons,
E is the average energy of primary Compton electrons and
recoil nuclei, respectively).

In compliance with the results of Uzbekov's experiments,
ji�cth� is taken as a measure of the biological efficiency of the

H
3
O
�
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n
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n
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n
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Figure 8. (a) Intracellular spatial ± temporal distribution of hydroxonium ions [18, 7]; (b) time-related evolution of the normalized over-threshold volumes

V th
cyl=V

0
cyl in (27) corresponding to different values of the ratio c1cyl=c

th
cyl (10

2, 103, and 104); atY � 0 , V th
cyl=V

0
cyl � ln �c1cyl=cth�.
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ith-type ionizing radiation [18, 7]:

BEi / ji :

If t is the characteristic denaturation time of a biological
molecule localized in the high-acidity region, the probability
of denaturation of any biomolecule in a volume V for time dt
is ji�cth� dt=t. Then, a change in the number N of intact
biomolecules is 16

N � N 0 exp

�
ÿjit

t

�
� N 0 exp

�
ÿ D
Di

37

�
;

Di
37 �

Et

O th
i d
�Wt

�
1ÿ f icyl

N 0
sph

O th
sph �

f icyl

N 0
cyl

O th
cyl

�ÿ1
; �36�

where D37 is the mean `lethal' dose written with Eqn (35)
taken into account. Although the form of Eqn (36) coincides
with Eqn (1) describing the exponential `absorbed dose ±
biological effect' law, the two equations are not identical.
Equation (36) characterizes the action of radiation absorbed
by a living system before it responds to the impact. In
contrast, Eqn (1) and the values of the lethal dose D i

37

experimentally found using it long after the irradiation
characterize the combined effect of ionizing radiation and
the response of the organism.

7. Quantitative LET dependence of RBE.
Comparison with experiment

Evidently, the comparison of the above quantitative rela-
tions with experimental data is subject to some reservation
because the theory [Eqns (36) and (37)] refers to the initial
phase of the radiobiological process, whereas the resultant
biological injury is due as well to events at its subsequent
stages.

The problem of correct comparison with experiment
pertains to any mechanism of primary biological action, not
only the one discussed in this review. As far as one can judge,
this problem has not received a fully satisfactory solution.
What can be regarded as a specificmeasure of primary action?
There is no general answer to this question. A finite action is a
simpler issue. Its measure is a fraction of dead organisms,
cells, inactivated enzymes, etc. But what are the effects to be
recorded at an intermediate stage, e.g., 10ÿ7 s after the onset
of irradiation (see footnote 14)?

The present-day situation in radiation biology is reminis-
cent of that in radiation chemistry in the 1960s, before the
advent of pulse radiolysis systems with a picosecond time
resolution. At that period, the sole possibility of judging
about primary processes was to compare corollaries from
one theoretical model or another as regards the yield of final
radiolysis products (H2, H2O2, O2) in pure water and in the
presence of chemically active admixtures. The advent of pulse
radiolysis enabled researchers to follow the temporal evolu-
tion of intermediate radiolytic products.

As follows from the derivation of Eqn (36), it defines a
fraction of biological injuries (e.g., denaturated molecules)
caused by primary radiobiological effects rather than the
relative number of organisms dying, e.g., 30 or 45 days after
the irradiation.

In comparing expression (36) with the experimentally
found relation (1) describing the dependence of survival on
the absorbed dose, we suggest, following Eidus (see Ref. [23]),
a direct correlation between the number of primary lesions
and delayed recorded effects. Evidently, consideration of
`final' radiobiological effects as a criterion for the validity of
theoretical models of the primary radiobiological action is
open to criticism. However, there is no real choice today.

In what follows, we show that such a relation actually
takes place in very many cases (see Figs 2, 4, 10; increased
RBE for ultrarelativistic particles). This experimental fact
appears to indicate that local falls in pH regarded here as a
main primary process predetermine, in a way, the final effect
of ionizing radiation.

We consider two fast charged particles, a Compton
electron produced by a g-quantum emitted from the radio-
active nucleus of 60Co and a certain i-particle (an accelerated
ion) having the same energy but different mass and electric
charge. Both particles give rise to an equal number of ion ±
electron pairs within their tracks (because the mean energy
of ionization W appears to be similar for different types of
ionizing particles); however, these pairs show different
spatial distribution patterns. Ions in the track of a fast
Compton electron are concentrated in spheroidal spurs and
blobs. In the track of the ith particle with a higher LET,
many ions, if not most of them, are localized in cylindrical
columns.

The expressions for lethal dosesD g
37 andD i

37 correspond-
ing to these forms of radiation are given by Eqn (36). By
combining their ratio with formulas (31) and (34), we obtain
the expression

RBEi � D g
37

D i
37

�
�1ÿ f icyl� � f icyl

�O th
cyl=N

0
cyl

O th
sph=N

0
sph

�
i

�1ÿ f gcyl� � f gcyl

�O th
cyl=N

0
cyl

O th
sph=N

0
sph

�
g

�
�1ÿ f icyl� � f icyl

�1� K�2
K

�
c1 g
sph

cth

�1=3
ln2 �1� z�

z

�1ÿ f gcyl� � f gcyl
�1� K�2

K

�
c1 g
sph

cth

�1=3
ln2 �1� zg�

zg

;

�37�
where the parameter K [see (19) and (20)] characterizes the
fraction of H3O

� that escaped recombination in spurs. It
may be related to the initial yield of water ionization during
g-radiolysis of aqueous solutions [i.e., the number of ion ±
electron pairs �� 6� arising from the absorption of 100 eV of
g-radiation energy] and to the yield of H3O

� ions [� 3 ion/
(100 eV)] that escaped recombination in spurs [6] measured
during g-radiolysis of aqueous solutions. Substitution of these
values in (20) gives K � 1. In expression (37), z � LET=L and
zg � LETg=L, where LETg, assumed to equal 0.4 eV A

� ÿ1,
characterizes deceleration of an electronwith an energy below
5 keV, whose track has the form of a continuous ionization
column (see Figs 7 and 9).

The coefficient L introduced in Eqns (32) is composed of
D, W, and the effective rate constant k characterizing

16 We note that t can hardly be identified with the disintegration time of

the initial protein chain structure, which may be much longer because of

high macroviscosity of the intracellular medium. It is more appropriate to

associate t with the time interval during which the induced process of

hydrogen bond breakdown (characterized by considerably lower viscos-

ity) becomes irreversible.
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recombination of hydroxonium ions with OHÿ and eÿaq; it
gives the following a priori estimate:

L � 4pD�cm2 sÿ1�W �eV�NA

k �litr �mol sÿ1�� � 103

� 4p � 10ÿ4 � 17 � 6 � 1023
4:3 � 1010 � 103 � 3 eV A

� ÿ1

(NA is the Avogadro number). Here, it is assumed that
neither the ambipolar ion diffusion coefficient D nor the
ionization work W is substantially different from their
respective values in ordinary water (D � 10ÿ4 cm2 sÿ1,
W � 17 eV) [7], and the effective rate constant characteriz-
ing recombination of hydroxonium ions with OHÿaq and eÿaq,
k � 4:3� 1010 Mÿ1 sÿ1, is chosen as the geometric mean of
the values

k�H3O
� � eÿaq� � 2:4� 1010 Mÿ1 sÿ1

and

k�H3O
� �OHÿaq� � 8� 1010 Mÿ1 sÿ1

[38 ± 41]. The resulting value of L gives

zg � LETg

L � 0:13 :

In accordance with the data in Figs 5 and 6,
�c1sph=cth�1=3 � 5. The values of the coefficients f gcyl and f icyl
are found from Fig. 9 showing the dependence of f icyl on LET.
It is deduced from the dependence f icyl�K � found in Ref. [31]
for an ionizing electron (K � mc 2=�1ÿ v 2=c 2�1=2 ÿmc 2 is its
kinetic energy) and from the data on the stopping power of
water [31, 42].

The function f icyl�LET� is fairly well approximated by the
function f icyl � 1ÿ 0:8 exp

�ÿ4LET �eVA
� ÿ1��. It follows

from Fig. 9 and the results in [42] amending the data in
Ref. [31] that f gcyl � 0:1ÿ0:2. We finally conclude that the
second term in the denominator of (37) may be omitted.

At LET > 0:4 eV A
� ÿ1, f icyl � 1. This constraint substan-

tially simplifies Eqn (37):

RBEi � 4

�
c1sph
cth

�1=3
ln2 �1� z�

z

� 4

�
c1sph
cth

�1=3
ln2 �1� LET=L�

LET=L : �38�

Evidently, the dependence of RBE on LET is of an
extreme character. The condition for the RBE maximum is
given by

2z

1� z
� ln �1� z� :

The root of this equation (besides the trivial z � 0) is zmax � 4.
Its substitution in expression (32) gives the position of LET at
which RBE has the maximum value: LETmax � 4L �
4 � 3 � 12 eV A

� ÿ1.
Thus, it may be concluded, on the assumption of the

closeness of the parameters D, W, and k for ordinary and
intracellular water, that the model under consideration on the
whole correctly predicts the value of LET corresponding to
the maximum RBE (see Figs 2 and 4). The dispersion of
LETmax values is naturally attributed, for example, to
different diffusion coefficients of hydroxonium ions in
different organs and tissues or to the difference in the
recombination rate constants k, which are also sensitive to
variations in the physico-chemical properties of the medium.

The highest RBEi � 10ÿ20 are obtained in experiments
investigating the effects of ionizing radiation on the chromo-
somal apparatus and gonads [1]. These values fairly well agree
with the expression

RBEmax � 2:6

�
c 0 gsph

cth

�1=3

� 10

following from (38) if the threshold and intraspur concentra-
tions of hydroxonium ions are taken to be cth � 10ÿ5 M and
c 0 gsph � 10ÿ3 M, as follows from the above experiments [16]
and [29].

Smaller values in Figs 2 and 4 are most likely due to the
possible reactions between hydroxonium ions and their
acceptors. These reactions were disregarded in the derivation
of the formulas for the 4-dimensional volumes O th

sph and O th
cyl,

which resulted in their overestimation. Nevertheless, the
application of Eqn (38) to the fitting of the experimental
data in Figs 2 and 4 gives evidence that in most cases, it fairly
well describes the LET dependence of RBE when
LET0 1 eV A

� ÿ1. The numerical values of the parameter L
(see Figs 2 and 4) agree with the above estimate. An equally
good result is obtained using data on mutation induction
(Fig. 10).

The quantitative explanation of the extreme character of
the LET dependence of RBE provides an argument in favor
of the hypothesis that the local rise in acidity in tissues and
organs under the effect of ionizing radiation is themain factor
in the mechanism of primary action of charged particles on
living organisms.
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8. On the relativistic enhancement
of biological efficiency

An important corollary of Eqn (37) concerns the biological
efficiency of the emission of ultrarelativistic energies. Fre-
quently cited in the radiochemical literature are the data in
[31] on the computed energy distribution between spurs,
blobs, and ionization columns that make up the main track
of a water-bombarding electron and the tracks of its
d-electrons. These data indicate that an increase in the
primary electron energy from 5 keV to 10 MeV is accom-
panied by an increase in its fraction consumed to form spurs
from 60% to 80%, whereas the fraction spent to produce
blobs and columns decreases from 40% to 20% [31]. This
might suggest a decrease in the biological efficiency with the
growth of the primary electron energy. However, such a
conclusion would conflict with experimental observations
[13]. The cause of the discrepancy lies in the fact that
calculations reported in Ref. [31] took only the interactions
associated with the ionization and excitation of valence
electrons in the medium molecules into account. Although
the fraction of such electrons in water and biological
molecules is 70 ± 80% of the total and they are the least
bound ones, the Auger process triggered by the knockout of
an electron from the K-shell of a heavy atom (most of all
oxygen) makes an appreciable contribution to the biological
effect of ionizing radiation [44]. K-ionization of C, N, and O
atoms is accompanied by the emission of at least one more
electron with a kinetic energy comparable to the energy of the
K-level. 17 The knockout of Auger electrons from an oxygen

atom leads to the formation of a blob or a short track in its
nanovicinity, whose contribution to the biological action [as
follows from (37)] is significantly greater than the contribu-
tion of spurs with the same total number of ion ± electron
pairs. This fact distinguishes K-ionizations among others
despite their small probability. The Auger effect becomes
especially well apparent when the speed of ionizing particles is
close to the speed of light. In the ultrarelativistic region, the
cross section of the interaction between an ionizing particle
and the K-shell of an atom greatly increases [46, 47]. 18

Thus, the cause of the RBE increase with increasing LET
is probably the growing overlap between the adjacent spurs
and the ensuing increase in the energy spent by ionizing
particles to produce continuous ionization columns. The
columns are formed by both d-electrons with energies 500 to
5000 eV [31, 7] and the particle itself when its speed becomes
comparable to the speed of such electrons. Despite the
seeming absence of an appreciable difference between the
number of ion ± electron pairs generated by a fast electron and
a heavy charged particle per unit energy lost, their 4-volumes
are substantially different: Ocyl=Osph 4 1. This fact accounts
for the different biological effects of these particles. An effect
is higher when exerted by heavy particles due, first, to a larger
initial concentration of oxonium ions in cylindrical tracks (see
Fig. 6) and, second, to a longer time interval during which
their over-threshold concentration persists in the cylindrical
track [see (28)]. Thus, the most essential biological effects are
produced by ionizing collisions in which an energy in the
range of 100 to 5000 eV is transferred to the medium electron
and which are responsible for the formation of large spurs
(blobs) and cylindrical ionization columns (tracks).

However, the role of cylindrical 4-volumes may increase
compared with spherical ones not only in the case of radiation
with a higher LET due to a decrease in the speed of a fast
charged particle down to the Bragg peak. The role of
cylindrical 4-volumes also increases as the speed of the
particle tends to the speed of light. This situation arises from
the markedly increased contribution of K-ionization to the
biologically significant energy losses of a relativistic particle.

Indeed, for the above reasons, the radiobiological effect is
largely due to collisions associated with the energy transfer in
excess of a certain value Q5 102 eV, i.e., much higher than
the electron bond energy in H atoms and on the L-shells of C,
N, and O atoms. These electrons may be regarded as free in
collisions of an ionizing particle accompanied by the transfer
of an energy higher than Q. The cross section of such
collisions (see, e.g., Ref. [49]) is

sL�5Q� � 4pl2e
Ry

Qb 2
; �39�

where le � �h=�mc� � 3:9� 10ÿ11 cm is the Compton length
of the electron and b � v=c is the speed of the bombarding
particle in units of the speed of light. As b! 1, sL�5Q� is
practically independent of the particle speed.

On the contrary, the cross section of the interaction
between an ionizing particle and the K-shell of an atom in
the ultrarelativistic region increases substantially [46, 47]:

sK � 4pl2eM
2
K

b 2

�
ln

2mc 2b 2

1:65 IK�1ÿ b 2� ÿ b 2

�
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Figure10. LET dependence of RBE of heavy ions estimated from the data

on the survival of Chinese hamster cells (*, *) and induction of mutations

(&) [43]. The curves are plotted using Eqn (38). The values ofL (in eVA
� ÿ1)

are 1.62 (&), 2.56 (*), and 2.34 (*).

17 The escape probability of an Auger electron upon ionization of an

oxygen K-shell is practically unity and that of the emission of an X-ray

fluorescence quantumdoes not exceed tenths of a percent. The spectrumof

Auger electrons consists of a few energy lines; the most intense is the line

corresponding to the energy 500 eV [45].

18 Lomanov [48] appears to have been the first to pay attention to the

possible role of K-ionization in the relativistic enhancement of RBE (even

if from other considerations).
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Here, IK is the K-shell ionization potential,

M 2
K �

�1
IK

�
d fK
dE

�
Ry

E
dE ;

and �d fK=dE� is the oscillator differential strength.
Thus, the percentage of K-ionizations increases in the

relativistic region. Their relatively small (5 ± 10%) contribu-
tion to the absorbed dose allows disregarding interactions
with the inner shells of atoms in the computation of energy
losses, particle path, etc. But, in conformity with radio-
biological effects for which collisions with the energy transfer
5 102 eV are most essential, ionization of K-shells must be
taken into consideration because its contribution is compar-
able to that of external shells. Indeed, summation of
expressions (39) and (40) with weights corresponding to the
numbers of electrons on the K and L-shells of H2Omolecules
(for oxygen, IK � 532 eV, MK � 2:91� 10ÿ2) gives the total
cross section stot of a collision with an energy transfer in
excess of Q:

stot � 8sL � 2sK : �41�

As the energy of the particle increases, stot first decreases
to a minimum at � 0:5ÿ2 MeV (the smaller Q is, the higher
the energy) and thereafter increases. Figure 11 shows the
dependences of stot on the electron kinetic energy. It can be
seen that K-ionizations may contribute appreciably to the
relativistic enhancement of RBE [13]. (Unfortunately, a more
detailed discussion of this effect is hampered by the lack of
experimental data.)

9. On the mechanism of protective action
of radioprotectors

One of the main implications from the conclusion about the
dominant radiobiological role of hydroxonium ions is a novel
view of the mechanism of protective action of radioprotec-

tors. These agents must more readily react with H3O
� ions

and their precursors (H2O
� cation-radicals) than with

radicals.
The aforementioned experiments by Kabakchi, Kudrya-

shov, and Bugaenko [8] on the irradiation of aqueous
solutions of pH-indicators were continued at the Institute of
Experimental and Theoretical Physics in the 1970s to evaluate
the reactive capacity of radioprotectors with respect to
hydroxonium ions. 19 The difference from the previous
experiments [8] was that a radioprotector (cysteine, cystea-
mine, or amino-ethylisothiouronium) was added to water,
besides a pH indicator. It was expected that the radio-
protector would scavenge hydroxonium ions and thus
prevent acidification of the pH indicator. The results
confirmed the prediction.

The rate constants obtained in these experiments are
presented in Fig. 12a. They are one or two orders of
magnitude higher than the rate constants characterizing the
interaction of radioprotectors with radicals. Moreover, the
relations shown in Fig. 12b suggest an inverse correlation
between the medically prescribed dosage of a given radio-
protector and the rate constant of its reaction with a
hydroxonium ion.

Positron spectroscopy appears to be a promising
technique for the elucidation of interactions between radio-
protectors and cation-radicals [22]. Figure 13 demonstrates
experimental results obtained by the Strasbourg positron
group [50]. Abbe, Dulpatre, and co-workers used positrons to
irradiate amines dissolved in methanol; these compounds are
known to show high affinity for protons and to be efficacious
acceptors of cation-radicals [51, 52]. At least one of them,
aniline, is a radioprotector [53]. Numerous experiments on
positron behavior have demonstrated [7] that in many
condensed media (including methanol), a positron �e��
reacts with one of the electrons at the end part of its track,
giving rise, with rather high probability, to a positronium
atom (Ps):

e� � eÿ ! Ps :

This reaction is frequently suppressed by a competing
reaction between track electrons and cation-radicals

CH3OH� � eÿ ! CH3OH� :

The addition of aniline into methanol increases the yield of
Ps. Aniline transforms cation-radicals into weakly reactive
products and thereby undercuts positron competitors for the
intratrack electron:

CH3OH� � C6H5NH2 ! CH3OH� C6H5NH�2 :

The results of this experiment lay the ground for a
discussion of the possibility of interaction of radioprotectors
with primary cation-radicals in the living organism.20
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Figure 11. A rise in the percentage of K-ionization with increasing energy

of the bombarding electron. Curves 1, 2, and 3 correspond to Q values of

540, 290, and 100 eV, respectively [44].

19 The experiments were carried out by I G Aksenov, O P Stepanov,

FGNichiporov, VVChernyshev, E PKalyazin, andVMByakovwith the

ITEP pulse radiolysis unit using a proton beam with the energy around

20 MeV as the source of ionizing radiation. Unfortunately, the results of

these experiments have never been published and were only mentioned in

Ref. [7].
20 Cation-radicals H2O

� � may live much longer in the intracellular

medium than in ordinary water [22].
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It is well known that molecules of the overwhelming
majority of radioprotectors contain amine groups [54]. This
notable fact has not thus far attracted much attention. 21 It
receives a natural explanation in the framework of the above
notions because amines are characterized by very high affinity
for protons and at the same time have a low ionization
potential compared with water. The enhanced probability of
Ps formation in the presence of amines (by virtue of their
interaction with cation-radicals) not only confirms the
hypothesis ascribing the crucial role to a decrease in pH in
the tracks of ionizing particles in the mechanism of their

biological action but also provides a guide to searching for
their new effective varieties.

10. Possible role of H3O
� ions

in the induction of mutagenic
and carcinogenic actions of ionizing radiation

The recognition of the critical contribution of electrophilic
hydroxonium ions to primary radiobiological action facil-
itates the understanding of a most characteristic feature of
ionizing radiation, i.e., its ability to produce mutagenic and
carcinogenic effects. A starting point for understanding may
be the fact that all mutagens and carcinogens, notwithstand-
ing the great variety of them, have one common property:
they are strong electrophilic agents, and hence effective
acceptors of electron pairs and free electrons [55 ± 57]. It is
supposed that the primary act of carcinogenesis consists of
the interaction between a carcinogen molecule entering the
cell nucleus and its DNA. If this is indeed the case, one of the
radiolysis products induced by ionizing radiation must be
strongly electrophilic. This property is inherent in hydro-
xonium ions more than in any other water radiolysis product.
The recognition of the dominant role of these ions in
biological action may be helpful in understanding the
mechanisms of mutagenic and carcinogenic effects of ioniz-
ing radiation.

It is worth noting in this context that proton pumps
functioning on the outer cell membrane and in nuclear and
mitochondrial membranes are oriented so as to remove
hydroxonium ions from them.

11. Radiobiological paradox

We return to the fundamental problem mentioned in the
beginning of this review towhich biologists and chemists have
not yet received a fully satisfactory solution [3]. That is, why
are chemical transformations so small that they are difficult
to detect in nonbiological systems after the absorption of a
radiation dose lethal to humans (� 5 Gy) (see [6, p. 240])?
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Although this question appears to interest the authors of
almost all books on radiation biology, no one comes to the
conclusion that inevitably suggests itself. The fact is ionizing
radiation produces much stronger effects in living systems
than the traditionally considered chemical reactions involving
free radicals.

We consider how the notion of the dominant role of
enhanced intratrack acidity helps to resolve this principal
radiobiological paradox, that is, the discrepancy between the
magnitude of the biological effect and the amount of ionizing
radiation energy absorbed by biological tissues.

Up to now, we have disregarded the concrete cell structure
when discussing radiochemical reactions in living cells. We
simply used a diluted aqueous solution of biological mole-
cules to simulate the intracellular medium. This approach
proved useful because it provided a quantitative explanation
for the dependence of RBE on LET, the increase in RBE for
relativistic particles, and the correlation between the pre-
scribed doses of radioprotectors and their reactive capacity
with respect to hydroxonium ions. In a word, it somewhat
advanced the understanding of the nature of carcinogenic
activity of ionizing radiation.

Now, we have to abandon the idea of cell contents as a
homogeneous paste reminiscent of an oil and regard them
rather as a juicy fruit jelly larded with small and dense lumps
that are frequently very different from the surrounding `jelly'
in terms of structure and composition (Fig. 14).

Cells are extremely diverse in shape, size, and internal
structure. At the same time, all of them have a number of
common features, such as the presence of a plasmamembrane
that encloses their contents and a variety of organelles, of
which the largest is the globe-shaped nucleus localized in the
cell center. Following it in terms of size are mitochondria and
lysosomes. These organelles are also enclosed by membranes.
The membrane resembles a sandwich in which a lipid portion
is placed between two protein layers. Membranes function as
if they were pierced with pores through which various
substances are transported in either direction.

Lysosomes, discovered by Christian de Duve only in the
1950s, are found in the cells of many (but not all) organs of
animals. This discovery provided a happy solution to a puzzle
that had long occupied the thoughts of biochemists. Indeed,
cell homogenates contain large quantities of enzymes,
including some that are able to digest almost all substances
thatmake up the cell structure. It is known that the cell cannot
resist the action of any such enzyme in a pure form; hence the
puzzle: how do the intact cells avoid the deleterious activity of
these enzymes? The fact is they are contained in lysosomes or
intracellular particles enclosed by their own outer membrane.
The membrane keeps enzymes within the particle and thereby
prevents their action on other intracellular components.
However, as soon as the cell dies, lysosomal membranes
break up and liberate enzymes that rapidly and completely
decompose residual cell matter. In other words, lysosome-
enclosed enzymes are safe for the intact cell but rapidly
destroy diseased and lesioned cells.

It is natural to think that locally enhanced acidity in the
tracks of ionizing particles contributes to the destruction of
lysosomal membranes. Only a very low energy is needed for
the purpose. The effect of a direct membrane injury inflicted
by the denaturating action of hydroxonium ions is multiply
amplified by the cell's own powerful means of self-destruction
in the form of lysosomal enzymes that effectively split vitally
important macromolecules, such as proteins, lipids, and

nucleic acids. Under normal conditions, this process cannot
be realized due to the protective effect of lysosomal
membranes that lock hydrolytic enzymes within lysosomes
and prevent their interaction with other cell components.
When the membranes break up and the enzymes are released
inside the cell, they rapidly manifest their deleterious activity
and cause damage to the cell within a few minutes after their
liberation. Figuratively speaking, hydroxonium ions only
open the locks and the released enzymes do the rest. 22

That damage to lysosomal membranes may constitute a
trigger mechanism for the cell enzymatic breakdown was first
postulated in the monograph by Bacq and Alexander [53],
even though the authors did not relate it to the enhancement
of intracellular acidity. They regarded injury to the biological
membrane as a result of an oxidative chain process with the
participation of oxygen.

12. pH, hyperthermia, and `chocolate' therapy

Almost half a century ago (1963), the well-known German
physicist Manfred von Ardenne 23 proposed an original
method to manage malignant tumors by heating them to
42 �Cwhile infusing glucose into the systemic circulation [59 ±
62]. Von Ardenne's idea was first met with some scepticism,
but in the course of time it raised increasingly greater interest.
It turned out that overheating combinedwith excess glucose is
actually fatal for tumor cells. Hydroxonium ions appear to
play an important role in this effect.

As shown in experiment, intracellular pH decreases from
7.0 to 6.5 and below as temperature rises to 40 ± 42 �C.
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Figure 14. Model of the cell. The nucleus, a storage medium for genetic

information, contains proteins, almost all the DNA, some RNA, and

enzymes. Mitochondria produce energy and 75% of ATP; they also

contain enzymes, substrates for lipid and organic acid oxidation to CO2,

and water. Lysosomes contain enzymes that digest almost all unwanted

substances in a diseased or mechanically lesioned cell.

22 By way of example, inflammatory processes are associated with acidosis

and cell lysis whereby lysosomal enzymes break away into the cytoplasm.
23 In 1945 ± 1955, von Ardenne worked in the USSR; he was awarded a

Lenin prize.
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Enhanced acidity kills the cell and the released lysosomal
enzymes destroy what remains of it.

The majority of malignant cells are more sensitive to high
temperature than normal ones because of the intrinsically
increased acidity of their internal milieu. Tumors contain cells
that undergo a deficit of oxygen because of impaired blood
supply, especially if they are localized in the central part of the
neoplasm. Such cells generate energy to maintain themselves
by glucose cleavage in the process of glycolysis. Lactic acid
formed through glycolysis acidifies the intracellular medium.
The resulting excess of hydroxonium ions makes the cells
thermosensitive.

Interestingly, the cancer cell, unlike the normal one,
produces energy through glycolysis even under hypoxic
conditions. This ability provides a basis for one more
approach to the treatment of malignant tumors known as
`chocolate therapy'. It consists of administering large
amounts of glucose into the patient's systemic circulation
from which it is actively absorbed by cancer cells. The excess
of glucose leads to a decrease in pH; in other words, the cells
become increasingly acidified.

Thus, overheating and `chocolate therapy' cause the self-
acidification and death of tumor cells. Some authors tried to
combine these modalities with the treatment by ionizing
radiation and reported a markedly enhanced therapeutic
efficiency of this approach [63, 64].

Here again, pH variations are involved. The cell has
specific enzymes to repair radiation damage. Their activity
decreases with increasing acidity, which hampers the repara-
tive process. The administration of large amounts of glucose
tomice immediately after irradiation, i.e., when it is necessary
to suppress reparative enzymes, results in a higher percent of
the animals that benefit from the combined therapy com-
pared with those treated by the same doses of ionizing
radiation alone.

A series of studies conducted jointly by the Institute of
Nuclear Research, Dubna, and the Russian Oncological
Research Center, Moscow, [65 ± 67] demonstrated the strong
lethal action of glucose on tumor cells in hypoxia. Also, a
combination of excess glucose and ionizing radiation proved
to have additive effect on cancer cells. It was shown that the
lethal effect of glucose was due to decreased pH, i.e., self-
acidification resulting from intense glycolysis. Neither the
method used to diminish pH24 nor the conditions of
oxygenation influenced by themselves the outcome of the
treatment. The oxygenation conditions mattered only if the
pH was lowered by means of an excessive glucose load.
Glycolysis was much more pronounced in hypoxic condi-
tions than under oxygenation.

It is noteworthy that the effects of enhanced acidity in
tumor cells, as well as in the eye lens, become apparent only
after pH decreases to less than 5.3. This implies a certain
threshold value of pH above which `self-acidification' cannot
develop. This explains why excess glucose has practically no
effect on properly aerated cells where glycolysis is slowed
down and pH decreases only to a value of 5.6, i.e., remains
higher than the threshold level [67]. It may be supposed that
the threshold nature of induced acidity reported in Ref. [16]
has a universal character for various cell types, even though
they may differ in sensitivity to pH changes.

13. Participation of radiolytic hydroxonium ions
in post-track reactions

Previous sections dealt with the effects of hydroxonium ions
(denaturation and the like) preconditioned by their initially
high intratrack concentrations in excess of a threshold level
necessary tomaintain the process. Such processes occur in the
early (intratrack) phase of irradiation. We once again
evaluate the duration of the `over-threshold' stage and the
maximum part (volume) of the organism being irradiated that
becomes occupied by H3O

� ions at the time of their highest
concentration.

The energy absorbed by the organism at a g-radiation
dose of 5 Gy gives rise to � 2� 1018 ion ± electron pairs per
cubic decimeter. This number decreases by half as a result of
intratrack recombination. When the ions are uniformly
distributed in a volume they populate (1 dm3), their concen-
tration is 10ÿ6 M, i.e., below the threshold level, � 10ÿ5 M
[16]. This means that the maximum size of the volume that the
H3O

� ions can occupy without the loss of ability to exert
biological action is approximately one tenth of the total
volume of a given organism. Assuming that the initial
number of ion ± electron pairs in a `typical' spur is 6 and
becomes 3 after the intratrack recombination is completed,
the volume per spur is 6� 109 A

� 3. The ions remain biologi-
cally active while they occupy not more than 1=10 of this
volume �6� 108 A

� 3� having the radius Rbio � 500 A
�
. Hence,

the period during which H3O
� ions retain biological activity

is tbio � R 2
bio=D � 10ÿ7 s.

This does not mean, however, that the function of H3O
�

ions in radiobiological transformations is restricted to
intratrack reactions. We try to understand the fate of
hydroxonium ions after their local concentration has
dropped to below the threshold level. At this moment, it
equals � 10ÿ5 M and is still two orders of magnitude higher
than the normal concentration of H3O

� ions in most
biological tissues.

The intracellular medium of living organisms contains
dissolved oxygen formed when a large part of solvated
electrons are converted to superoxides, i.e., anion-
radicals Oÿ �2 . These superoxides most frequently act as mild
reducing agents; that is, they release electrons and thus
regenerate free oxygen. The presence of hydroxonium ions
in a solution results in a change of the chemical form of
superoxide anions. Oÿ �2 accepts a proton and turns to radical-
acidHO �2. This radical is a true acid because the association of
the proton and the superoxide is reversible. Unlike Oÿ �2 , its
protonated form is an oxidizing, i.e., dehydrating agent.
Radical HO �2 is energetically capable of oxidizing any bonds
in organic compounds, including those normally resistant in
redox reactions [3]. The reaction

RB �HO2 ! R _B�ÿH� �H2O2

is the most common one involving this radical. It results in
three bioradicals originating from one HO �2:

RB �H2O2 ! R _B�ÿH� �H2O�OH ;

RB �OH! R _B�ÿH� �H2O :

Thus, radiolytic hydroxonium ions multiply increase the
number of bioradicals in aerated solutions and impart an
oxidative character to the radiobiological process.

24 A decrease in pH in tumor cells was reached by the administration of

buffer solutions, besides glucose.
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14. The role of hydroxonium ions
in the development of senile cataracts

In the foregoing, we presented some arguments in favor of the
dominant role of intratrack acidity in the radiobiological
action, specifically in the development of radiation cataracts.
We now turn to the etiology of senile cataracts and clarify
whether the affected lens has enhanced acidity and what role
it plays in the development of opacity.

The etiology of senile cataracts was addressed in a study
conducted by Stroganov of the Gor'kovskii Medical Institute
[68 ± 70]. This author demonstrated that the development of
senile cataracts is associated with a change in the lens
elemental composition, most of all with an increase in the
Ca, Fe, and Mg content [68] (Fig. 15).

It is worth noting that changes in the elemental composi-
tion of the cataractous lens are reminiscent of those in
traumatic iridiocyclitis (see Fig. 15) and opposite to age-
related changes in healthy eyes [68 ± 70]. This fact indicates
that senile cataracts are a disease rather than an inevitable
consequence of biochemical transformations evolving in the
ageing eye.

It is natural to regard the similarity of changes in the lens
elemental composition of cataracts and traumatic iridiocycli-
tis as a manifestation of common biochemical processes in
these two pathological conditions. It follows from what is
known about the pathogenesis of inflammation that changes
in the uveal tract in the case of traumatic iridiocyclitis are
underlain by rapidly developing acidosis. The inflamed tissue
accumulates acidic metabolites that contribute to lowering
pH at the affected site to 4.3 ± 3.6 [71, 72]. Then, the decreased
pH is the immediate cause of senile lens opacity.

Of primary significance in this context is a 14-fold rise in
the Ca content. It is responsible for the impaired permeability
of the lens capsule [73] and the resulting decrease in its oxygen
supply. As mentioned in a preceding section, a deficit of
oxygen in cells promotes the accumulation of partly oxidized
metabolic products, including pyruvic and lactic acids that
acidify the intracellular medium [15]. There is indeed an age-

specific shift of pH to acidic values in the cataractous lens [71].
This implies that senile and radiation cataracts may have a
common immediate cause, namely acidosis or an increased
concentration of hydrogen ions. In radiation cataracts, this
increase takes place in the tracks of ionizing particles and in
senile cataracts, most likely in the vicinity of mitochondria
where oxidative processes are localized. This line of reasoning
helps in understanding the similarity of the element content
between the eye tissues affected by cataracts and traumatic
iridiocyclitis.

It would appear that a single pharmaceutical product
must produce identical effects in either condition. The validity
of this supposition was verified by professor Vainshtein of the
Gel'mgolts Institute of Eye Diseases, Moscow [74]. This
author demonstrated that administration of cysteine (men-
tioned before as having radioprotective activity and prevent-
ing the development of radiation cataracts [75]) into the lens
also has a curative effect in senile cataracts. Fairly good
results in the treatment of senile cataract were reported by
Petrov, an ophthalmologist based in the city of Sochi [76],
who administered sodium thiosulfate �Na2S2O3� into the
lens. According to Ref. [77], Na2S2O3 is an acceptor of
H3O

� ions. Thus, the two examples are in excellent agree-
ment with the idea of the critical role of enhanced acidity in
the primary radiobiological action. Moreover, there is reason
to believe that thiosulfate possesses radioprotective proper-
ties.

15. Conclusion

The primary biological action of ionizing radiation is usually
described in terms of chemical reactions involving radical
products of intracellular water radiolysis (OH, H, eÿaq, O

ÿ
2 ,

H2O2) and bioradicals originating from them or emerging
directly. This approach has facilitated the understanding of
fundamental phenomena associated with the biological
action of ionizing radiations such as protective effects and
aggravation of injuries inflicted by chemical additives intro-
duced into the living system. On the other hand, it fails to
explain other important facts.

The present review is concerned with one more biological
effect of ionizing radiation, i.e., a local increase in acidity
along the track of a charged particle in an aqueous solution.
The intratrack acidity is several orders of magnitude higher
than in ordinary water contained in a living organism.
Biological systems are known to be extremely sensitive to
variations in acidity. The data presented in this review
indicate that the dominant role in the primary biological
action of ionizing radiations is played by hydroxonium ions
�H3O

�� or, to put it simply, protonated water molecules,
rather than the aforesaidwater radiolysis products of a totally
different nature (mostly radicals). Hydroxonium ions emerge
from the same reactions of water radiolysis that produce OH
radicals but, at the same time, they are well-known products
of the water molecule decomposition that continuously
proceeds in the liquid phase according to reaction

�H2O;H2O� � H3O
� �OHÿ :

The thus modified mechanism of primary radiobiological
action
� explains the extreme character of the relation between

the LET of ionizing radiations and their relative biological
efficiency, correctly predicting the RBE maximum location
(� 10 eV A

� ÿ1) and magnitude �� 10�;
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� predicts the RBE increase at relativistic energies of
ionizing particles;
� creates a new view of themechanism of protective action

of at least certain radioprotectors (substances exhibiting high
reactive capacity with respect to hydroxonium ions or to
H2O

� cation-radical must have protective properties);
� predicts a correlation between medically prescribed

doses of radioprotectors and their reactive capacity with
respect to hydroxonium ions;
� offers a natural resolution of the so-called `radio-

biological paradox,' i.e., the manifestation of the biological
effect when a very small amount of energy is absorbed by a
living organism; and
� provides arguments in favor of acidosis as a common

immediate cause of radiation and senile cataracts and
traumatic iridiocyclitis.
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